MOBILE HALLS
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steel-pipe tunnel halls

I-beam tunnel halls

Our classic tunnel hall impresses by it‘s convincing, free tensed construction. No disturbing columns inside
the hall take away valuable place. The whole covered surface can be used without compromises.
Whether for storage of straw, goods or machines or as a shelter for vehicles and cattle, the tunnel hall provides
a perfect, weather resistant covering. The construction of galvanised pipe frames or optional I-beams is covered with a hardly inflammable truck tarpaulin and can be put up without foundations in nearly every location.
The anchoring is done by special weight anchors or earth nails which are smashed to a deepth of 1 mtr. in the
firm, grown ground, alternatively by screw foundations or on concrete with heavy duty dowels.
The roof tarpaulin is hardly inflammable, antistatic, made from polyester fabric with PVC coating on both sides, anti-mould treated, and UV-stabilised. A special coating serves as a heat shield.
Compared to steel or aluminium, the noises as well as
the noise pollution are substantially lower inside the
hall during rain, wind or hail. It is possible to install a
roll-upor sliding gate in the gables of the tunnel hall.
The gable can be closed permanently as well.

Your contact person

If the tunnel hall is no longer big enough, it can grow
due to the special construction, according to the desired requirements, because it is arbitrarily extendablein
the grid measure. We grant a two-year-guarantee on
all mechanical parts, on the PVC tarpaulins a degressive guarantee of ten years is valid.
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